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Welcome to May newsletter for our 
Educators.  

Please email your completed attendance records to your consultant once 

the last child has left on  

Monday May 31, 2021 

Please ensure all information is complete, accurate, and clear. 
Late/incomplete fees will apply.  

Reminder of the Attendance Records– Email 

Educator Appreciation Day 

May is Educator Appreciation Month 

Here at the Agency we want to wish all of our Educators a happy 
Educator Appreciation month.  

Thank you for everything you do for the children and families in 
your care.  

We hope all Educators recognize their value in the lives of chil-
dren, and families.   

The Agency would like to express that you are key to supporting 
communities and representing the Early Childhood field.  

Thank you to all Educators 

 

Please click and       
Follow our Social   

Media: 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

Click for more infor-
mation about Flight 

Framework 

Victoria Day  

The office will be closed May 24, 2021. 
Please call the after hours line if you require immediate  
assistance. 780-245-3097. 

CORE  

TRAINING 

ZOOM  

630PM-

830PM  

Planning May 20 

Ethics, Pro-

fessionalism, 

Interview, 

and Portfolios  

June 10 

https://www.pinterest.ca/93c10bd05bc7bb7f3110595647b70c/
https://www.facebook.com/southgatemedallion/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCg7sVAtRXqXSyJ-VgfEKVjQ?view_as=subscriber
https://earlylearning.pembinahills.ca/wp-content/uploads/sites/18/2018/09/Flight-Framework-Document.pdf
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If the child went home or is staying home due to fever, diarrhea, vomiting, pink eye etc. 
it must be reported to the Agency.  

Record the illness on the Illness Tracking Form. Please email or call your Consultant to 
report the sickness.  

If you have any questions please contact your Consultant.  

 
All Illness Tracking Forms and Temperature Tracking forms are to be sent with your 
Timesheet on the last day of the month.  

Coordinator Corner 

Sickness Reporting/Tracking  

Coordinator Corner 

“There’s no such thing as inappropriate weather, just inappropriate 
clothing!” 

Spring is here and we are moving into warmer weather. I hope that you are getting outside with the chil-

dren as much as possible.  This is so beneficial to both yours and the children’s health and well being. 

It is important to remember that you will need to be dressing children in appropriate clothing for the 
weather.  I suggest that you begin to ask parents to provide sunscreen, bug spray, a sun hat, spare 

clothes, and rain boots and bring them to the day home to be left over the summer months.  Currently the 

weather is still changeable and can be a little wet or muddy.  This should not stop you from getting outside 

with the children, in fact, children have a lot of fun in mud and puddles.  Remember, you can wash away 

the dirt but you can’t wash away the memories, and some of the most memorable times children will have 

in their childhood is splashing in puddles and making mud pies. 

Polite Reminder – Play Parks 

The Agency’s request to avoid play equipment and play parks remains in place.  With the more clement 

weather it can be tempting to visit the play parks, however, I would like to remind you that you should still 
be avoiding the play equipment.  With the number of variant’s of Covid-19 on the increase, we still need to 

remain vigilant and keep following directives.  Thank you for your continued help with this. 

Polite Reminder – Schedule Changes 

We would like to remind you that the Agency needs to be notified of changes to schedules at least three 

business days from the end of the month.  It has been noted recently that consultants are receiving a lot of 

late requests for changes to be made.  If a parent is talking to you about changing their schedule, please 

remind them that we need three business days notice.  We appreciate your help with this. 

Emma Dajavs 

Coordinator 
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Working with Preschoolers 

Preschoolers are children ages 3 to 5 years old. Having a child turn 3 years 

old is a big milestone. Suddenly, your toddler is a preschooler. 

During these years, your child is already cultivating friendships, and rec-
ognizing feelings.  It is also in these years where they enjoy physically 

strenuous activities such as running and climbing. 

 
Tips to work with preschoolers: 

Know when children can figure out new ideas and concepts on their 
own, and when it is important to explain things to them step-by-step. 

Encourage children to participate in classroom activities and honor the 
classroom rules. 

Listen to what the children say and expand upon their language, build-
ing their vocabulary and background knowledge. 

Know when to teach directly, when to provide time for exploration and 
discovery, when to practice skills, and when to encourage creativity. 

Plan activities that have a purpose and that challenge children. 
Know how to help children learn to work together and to resolve their 

conflicts. 
Encourage children to respect each other's time and personal belong-

ings. 
Provide many opportunities for conversations between and among chil-

dren, and with adults. 
Know how to establish and maintain order in a classroom but in a man-

ner that permits the children to learn how to participate in, and enjoy 
learning. 

Arrange the dayhome in a way that enhances their work with children, 

and how the children spend their time. 

 

Resources:  

Learning and Developmental Needs of Preschoolers - Parenting Domain 

Developmental Milestones for 3-Year-Olds | Understood - For learning and thinking differences 

100+ Indoor Activities for Kids (with Free Printable)- The Best Ideas for Kids 

http://parentingdomain.com/learning-and-developmental-needs-of-preschoolers/
https://www.understood.org/en/learning-thinking-differences/signs-symptoms/developmental-milestones/developmental-milestones-for-typical-3-year-olds
https://www.thebestideasforkids.com/indoor-activities-for-kids/#:~:text=1%20Build%20a%20Fort%202%20Have%20a%20Pillow,or%20Muffins%2010%20Do%20Yoga%20More%20items...%20
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At 3 to 4 years old, they are capable of: 

Meeting and talking to people of differ-
ent ages 

Understanding the concept of sharing 
Verbalizing and expressing thoughts 
Controlling tantrums 

Showing concern for others 
Telling and understanding a joke 

Expertly using the hands 

 

At 4 to 5 years old, they are capable of:  

Asking and understanding deeper ques-
tions 

Skillfully walking, running, climbing, 
biking, and drawing 

Writing letters and understanding num-

bers 
Independence and demonstrating confi-

dence. 
Establishing friendship 

Making longer conversation 

Working with Preschoolers 

Preschoolers: Milestones 
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Art Contest 

Here are the submissions from the Art Competition. We thank all Educators for 

their Submissions.  

Loose Parts 

Sister Margaret 

Saba 

Lindy 

Rekha 

Srividya 

Maria Y. 

Nadia 

Rajni 

Top 4 

Nasima 

Fehmida 

Shabina 

Pradeepa 

Use of Mediums 

Amarjeet 

Nirmala 

Chitra 

Analyn 

Kamani 

Process 

Mary 
Thank You for  

Supporting Creative  

Expression  

Honorable Mention 

Luoya 

Manpreet 

Shoeleh 

Shabina 

Nasima 

Pradeepa 

Fehmida 
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Your Best Practices– Tonia B 

Note: All Educators are welcome to submit children’s experiences in 
the day home. Please include a written description. Thank you 

Children said they saw: 

A submarine 

A chameleon 

A beaver 

A whale 

A comet or Asteroid 

A shark 

The children are participating by sharing their ideas and thoughts on 
what they think they see. The children look at what they see from differ-
ent angles. They explore and make references to what they have been 

exposed to through experiences. What do you see? 

 

Children develop dispositions for flexible and fluid thinking in seeing 

things in new ways expressing unique and imaginative ideas 

 

To extend activities we could try cloud watching.  

Children said they saw: 

A melting snow man 

A chubby bunny 

A manta ray 

A fluffy bunny 

A mouse 
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Erica Learning Story 
Same Material, Two Ways to Play  

D is often engaging in the transporting schema. On this day she was attempting 

to transfer plastic buttons from one container to the other. D seems to only be 
able to get a handful of pieces into either container before feeling the urge to 

remove them from the container again, either by removing them one by one, or 
dumping the container on the floor. After a few minutes she moves on to some-

thing else, leaving the colorful buttons on the floor and searching for something 

else to transport and transfer.  

As the other children were exploring light with the overhead projector, they need-

ed materials that were opaque and transparent. They chose to pick up the forgot-
ten buttons and place them on the overhead projector. D spotted them on the 
wall immediately. She sat in front of the wall and reached out to touch the 

“buttons” in front of her. She had a look of awe and wonder on her face. As the 
other children shift-ed the buttons on the overhead projector, D looked back 

towards them, and seemed to realize that that is where the buttons were. She 
joined them in shifting the buttons for a while until she took some in her hands 

and returned them to her container, where she began to fill and dump them 

again and again.  

 

Curriculum Connections  

Play and Playfulness  

Imagination and Creativity  

Children develop dispositions for flexible and fluid thinking by  

• Seeing people, places, and things in new ways  

 

Playful Exploration and Problem Solving  

Children learn about the properties of objects by  

• Playfully exploring and investigating the properties of objects  

• Experimenting with action and reaction, cause and effect  

 

Children test their limits by  

• Testing their powers of observation and sensory discrimination  

 

Curriculum Meaning Making  

Since D has started walking, she has been constantly transporting 
objects and materials from one place to another. She often carries ob-
jects in her hands, takes out baskets of materials and empties them, or 

transfers different toys to different bins and baskets. It often doesn’t 
seem to matter to her what the material/s is/are, just as long as she 
can walk around with something in her hand, or move its location in 
some manner. It’s about the act of transporting, rather than what she’s 

transporting.  

Seeing the colorful buttons projected on the wall was a way for her to 
take notice of the properties of those items and recognize them as the 
materials she was transporting earlier. It re-minded her of the earlier 

activity she was engaged in, and drew her back to it in a way that she 

may not have otherwise.  

I will continue to provide different experiences for D using these color-

ful buttons, while making sure she has access to various types of con-
tainers (boxes, tins, coin purses etc) to put them in, perhaps in match-
ing colors, or with different types of closures. Next time I can place the 
buttons on the light table, or in a bin with water, or add them to 

playdough play. As she develops her fine motor skills she can join in 

lacing and threading activities and thread the buttons on to string.  
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Shoeleh Photo Documentation 

Drawing Animal Shadows  
March 24, 2021 

 

Materials: 

Animals 

Flashlight s 

Paper 

Pencils 

Pencil crayons 

 

Goal: Understanding that different angles 

of the light creates different shadow sizes. 
 

The kids chose the animal of their choice 

and I helped them turn the lights off and 
place the flashlight behind the animal to 

create a shadow.  
 

For example, M chose the cheetah and go-

rilla, the other chose different types of di-
nosaurs. The kids were really into the ani-

mal shadows and sizes. 
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Flow Chart 

Include children’s interests on your flowchart: (schema) 

Date your Programming 

Add daily to the programming (planned and spontaneous activities) 

Highlight or check once activity is complete 

Always date your planning and post it for visitors and parents.  

Art 

Camp light jars 

Shadow Puppets 

Science 

Paper cup and string tele-

phone 

Math 

Length of our shadows and 

compare to other items, 

and different time of the 

day. 

Sun Clocks  

Diversity 

Discover Dark Spaces for 

Northern Lights 

Interest 

Sound 

Light  

Shadows 

May 3, 2021- 

Outdoor Play 

Trace shadows with chalk 

Shadow Tag 

Cloud Watching 

Literacy 

Rhyming Games (cat, rat, bat) 

Mortimer by Robert Munsch 

The Sounds Around Town by 

Maria Carluccio 

Special Events 

Star Wars Day-May 4 

Mother’s Day– May 9 

Gross Motor 

Listening Walk 

 

Sensory 

Sounds underwater.  

Colored cellophane on the 

light box 

Magnet tiles on the light box 

Dramatic Play 

 

Songs/ Fingerplay 

Water Xylophone 

Tin Can Drums.  

References: 

https://www.kidsacademy.mobi/storytime/sound-science-experiments/ 
The Little Book of Light and Shadow by Pat Brunton 

https://kidminds.org/15-books-about-shadows-to-inspire-young-scientists/ 
https://www.earlyyearscareers.com/eyc/enabling-environment/10-great-letters-and-sounds-activities/ 

https://auroravillage.com/ 
https://buggyandbuddy.com/rainbow-science-create-light-patterns-with-a-cd/ 


